This paper presents a brief study of 
1.INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in wireless network technologies and the rising applications as web 2-0, mobile TV and streaming content led to the standardization of the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP). The next generation wireless communication systems world wide standardized as 4G which has increased security and very much reliable communication. In terms of architectural design 4G is more interoperability across the HetNet environments and also it is operate on the TCP/IP architectural design procedure [3] .When 3rd generation communication is moving to the 4th generation communication, many organizations are repairing for their 4G such as IEEE802.16m, International Telecommunication union (ITU), Vodafone, China mobile communications and many next generation mobile network vendors like Motorola and Samsung [2] . Now a days many definitions of 4G arises which provides a bandwidth of 1000 Mbps in mobile equipment and in normal 1Gbps. It is surrounding with heterogeneous networks having number of Radio Access Technology and Radio Access network [1] . The enabling technologies which is interconnected for 4G are orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, vertical handover protocols and in advance multiple input and multiple output and cognitive radio network are also included. Table 1 shows main threads and risk and design decisions of 4G is given below. Table-1-4G Main threats and risk and their design decisions This paper studies different security issues and challenges in 4G technologies in section 3. The Remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss 4G network technology architecture [7] .Section 4 proposed a four layer security model which manages to ensure more secure packet transmission by taking all the necessary security measures such as taking the form of intrusion detection systems, Firewalls and IPsec and manipulating network resources in an intelligent manner using sophisticated authentication protocols.
4G NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The 4G network architecture is combination of multiple heterogeneous networks such as WiMAX and 3G [8] . Among the multiple access networks, anyone can used by the service subscriber and also it provides services from the same service unit like the IP Multimedia subsystems. Figure 1 shows aIMT-advanced 4G network system specified in ITU. The Wimax architecture has an access serving network to provide the service stations or mobile stations which is a connection to network service provider. But the 3GPP LTE architecture has two core networks such as GPRS and EPC network. The GPRS core network offer network connections for existing RANs and Evolved packet core network to give network connections to evolved RAN and 3 GPP IP Access.
IP Multimedia subsystem security architecture
The IMS (IP Multimedia subsystems) is an important overlay on top of the network infrastructure like 3 GPP. It aims to protect the all IMS sessions in between the end-users and IMS servers. It also offering it's authentication and authorization mechanisms. There are two parts of IMS security and are described below.
• First-hop Security: It secures the first hop from the end-user to the proxy-call session control function.
• Network domain security: It protects the rest of hops between call session control functions inside IME core.
Next Generation network security architecture
The next generation network security mostly secures the IMS security. It divided in to two security domains.
• Access view security: it secures the first hop for the end-user device to access the network.
• Core view security: It covers security within intra operated domain.
8-Security dimensions of 4G Network
The 8-security dimensions take care to measures implemented to counter threats and potential attacks. • Access control which measures protection level against unauthorized use of network resources. • Authentication which measures confirmation level for the identities of each entity using the network.
• Non-repudiation which prove the origin of the data or identifies the cause of an event or action.
• Data confidentiality is to ensure that data is not disclosed to unauthorized users.
• Communication security is to allow information to flow only between authorized end points.
• Data integrity is to ensure the accuracy of data so it can be modified, deleted, created or replicated without authorization and also provides an indication of unauthorized attempts to change the data.
• Availability is to ensure that there is no denial of authorized access to network elements, stored information, Information flows, services and applications due to networkimpacting events.
• Privacy is to provide for the protection of information that could be derived from the observation of network activities.
4G WIRELESS SECURITY ISSUES

Physical layer issues
Both WIMAX and LTE are subject to two key vulnerabilities at the physical layer. By deliberately inserting man-made interference on to a medium, a communication system can stop functioning due to a high signal-to-noise ratio. There are two types of interference that can be carried out: (i) noise (ii) multicarrier. Noise interference can be performed using white Gaussian noise (WGN). In the case of Multi-carrier interference, the attacker identifies carriers used by the system and injects a very narrowband signal on to those carriers [4] . Interference attacks can be easily carried out as the equipment and knowledge to carry out such attacks are widely available.
Our analysis indicates that interference is easy to detect using radio spectrum monitoring equipments. Using radio-direction-finding tools, the interfering source can be traced [1] . In addition, increasing the power of the source signal and using spreading techniques can increase it's resilience against interference. While the possibility of interference is significant, since it is easy to detect and address, we believe it's impact on the WIMAX/LTE network and users will be limited [13] .
WiMAX-MAC-Layer security issues
To establish initial access with base station then IEEE802.16 [11] Radio interface standard describes several steps in order for a mobile station, that includes seven steps.The steps are initial ranging and time synchronization, upper level parameter acquisition, basic capabiliiities negotiation, scanning and synchronization, mobile station authorization and key exchange, registration with the serving base station and the last step by which connection established. Among these steps five step involved non secure traffic and two other two steps involved secure traffic exchange based on the device authentication standards of Wi-max [6] .
Denial of service security issues
The DoSattack are a concern for Wi-max network. These attack can be initiated through simple flooding attacking on authenticated management frames [2] .
Wi-Fi security issues
Wireless LANs based on WI-FI technology have been available for more than a decade. However, the WI-Fi technology has most often been used in homes and public places such as airports, hostels, and shopping malls where security is seeming less critical, although the cost benefits of Wi-Fi could be attractive to enterprise environments thanks to increased mobility, lower operational costs, and flexibility. Accordingly, security researchers have focused on security threats and solutions in Wi-Fi networks to make it applicable to the enterprise environments. The original security mechanism of Wi-Fi called wired equivalent privacy (WEP), had a number of security flaws arising from the mis-application of cryptography, e.g. the use of RC4 stream cipher and CRC-32 authentication [3] . Regarding this, a comprehensive security evaluation based on the ITU-T X.805 standard has been performed [9] .To remedy the security flaws of Wi-Fi, several solutions have been proposed. The Robust Security Network (RSN) for the IEEE 802.Ix standard's port based network access control is a layer-2 authentication mechanism and specifies how EAP can be encapsulated in the Ethernet frames. RSA Laboratory and Cisco have developed TKIP to mitigate the weakness of RC4 via frequent renewal of encryption key [5] .
Possible Threats on 4G
The 4G may face lot of possible security Risks. The various heterogeneous technologies access the infrastructure, so potential security needed to secure technologies . Also it may collapse of the entire network infrastructure when multiple service providers share the core network infrastructure. In 4G wireless , end-user equipments can also become a source of malicious attacks worms, viruses, calls and spam mails and so on. The spam over internet, the new spam for VoIP results a serious problem like the today's E-mail spam [2] . As like the above VoIP threats other 3 more VoIP Threats are (1) 
PROPOSED 4G FOUR LAYER SECURITY MODEL
The proposed 4 layer security model integrated into the two frameworks, peripheral and core which allows to explore new security concepts. In this model 3 separate security layers such as network architecture security, network transport security and service and application security are used. It is designed to provide coherent heterogeneous communication on a global scale and it also provide continuous connectivity through the seem less operation of multiple mobile networks. These are accessible by mobile nodes, providing features like cognitive radio and vertical handover. In this proposed model two frame works are used.
• Peripheral frame work which runs on the mobile node and interacts with wireless access networks.
• Core framework which runs in a distributed fashion in the core infrastructure.
By this double organized frame work, a multi layer security system arises that interacts with those two frameworks to provide a secure environment.
CONCLUSION
To better understand the security of 4G network we represent their different security accepts like physical layer issues, WiMAX-MAC layer issues, QoS issues and 4G Wi-Fi security issue. This study also discussed 8-security dimension of 4G network and represent possible threats on 4G. By the proposed four layer security model we try to avoid unsecureness of next generation wireless communication.
